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PRETTY GAZE
found footage video

16:9 / color / sterero sound
09:09 min

videostill "pretty gaze"

The film Pretty Woman by Garry Marshall, who just died in July, is one of my mothers 
favorite movies ever – I watched, or sometimEs had to watch this film often 
together with her on TV, when I was a child. This romantic love comedy was released 
1990 - quite some time ago and some Austrian TV channels play it around Christmas ...

The romanticised story is about how the very different but in some way also similar 
liFes of Vivian and Edward cross. It‘s about Vivian, a prostitute from Hollywood Boule-
vard, always short on money but knowing what and how she is doing her life and Edward, 
this hard-working, rich businessman, not being satisfied with his work, partly bored 
but keeping on doing his thing. The woman needs to be seduced and desired by the strong 
independent man, a prostitues job is it to be able to be bought for a lucky night – 
this is the image being transported by Julia Roberts on her character „Vivian“ in the 
beginning. Richard Gere's figure „Edward“, who can‘t find his way to the hotel and also 
doesn‘t know, how to drive his car, gets to know this woman by accident – and takes her 
with him into his penthouse on the top flor, into his life, where the story begins.

I worked with found footage, material that was already produced for the film „Pretty 
Woman“ and had a different attempt than being used for experimental intentions. I was 
interested in the viewing, looking, staring of Vivian and Edward on each other and out 
of around 2 hours (original length of the film) i dissected the scenes and images of 
the sights between Vivian and Edward, their very personal and private moments – just 
between the two of them, cutting off the verbal communication between them. This work 
contains 9 minutes of filmic gazes – the gaze of  Vivian on Edward and also the gaze of 
Edward on Vivian – sometimes mutual, somtimes when one turned away from the other per-



son, etc. Around 9 minutes of looking, staring, glancing, gazing, watching, viewing, 
somtimes laughing but never talking are left to get an image of their relationship in 
this film. Vivian and Edward remain silent, only communicate with just physical contact 
and the looking in each others eyes.

videostill "pretty gaze"

videostill "pretty gaze"



THE BOLAÑO-PROJECT
material for a performance in colaboration with notfoundyettheatre

premiere: 1st december, schauspielhaus leipzig, germany

video / catalogue / album cover

notfoundyet is an international art collective with whom i am working for a long time. 
the bolano-project - the retrospective is the newest work where i contributed video ma-
terial for the performance, in one part a fictional trailer, a fictional catalogue-co-
ver, a fictional album-cover and some other small artistic works. 

the whole performance deals with the meaning of post-truth, where it does not matter 
anymore what the facts say, rather more who and how information is presented. recently 
whe might have discovered this mostly in politics - the brexit votum and also the elec-
tions in the united states. the initial point for the bolano-project is roberto bolanos 
novel „2666“, which plays in mexico. therfore i recorded video and photographic materi-
al in baja california and veracruz.

the performance was divided in 5 parts (same as the book) and hat its premiere on dec 
1st in leipzig, germany. more shows will follow in vienna and maybe other cities in eu-
rope or even mexico. 

for this project it was perfect to be in mexico city, because i could record a lot of 
the atmosphere and visual material here which influenced the appearence of the show.
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BOLAÑO PROJECT

1 BOOK - 5 PARTS - 5 ARTISTS

CURATED BY NOTFOUNDYET
EXHIBITION OF WORKS

THE RETROSPECTIVE
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THE RETROSPECTIVEAI WEIWEI 
MARKUS SCHINWALD 

CARLOS REYGADAS
ÍSADÓRA BJARKARDÓTTIR BARNEY 
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 10  Marisa Hernández Silva 9:50

produced by universal and bbc. recorded in vienna. thanks to notfoundyet and cherry sunkist who gave us this amazing 
picture. unfortunately i dont know who took it otherwise i would write it here. this is just some area to be filled with 
some text so it looks more like really real. i am writing something made up because unfortunately nobody in my house in 
mexico city has a vinyl, where i could look up thinks like this... by the way the pig is awesome too. love it. peace!

 Ísadóra Bjarkardóttir Barney  
Hólavallagarður

 1  Juana Marín Lozada 
 2  Luisa Celina Váwzquez 
 3  Esther Perea Peña 
 4  Leticia Contreras Zamudio  
5  Penélope Méndez Becerra  6  
Rosario Marquina 
 7  Claudia Pérez Millán 
 8  Erica Mendoza 
 9  María de la Luz Romero 
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catalogue cover the bolaÑo project

album cover the bolaÑo project



videostill trailer fate (the bolaÑo project)
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CERAMICA
first ceramica experience
different forms and bowls

ceramica in process
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ceramica after glazing

ceramica after glazing




